
Year 2 Curriculum Overview
Term: Summer 1

Subject Week 1 Week 2 Week 3 Week 4 Week 5 Week 6

English Text exploration
Rapunzel by

Bethan Woollvin

Text type -
Traditional and

twisted fairytales

Planning to write
a traditional tale

Writing and
publishing a

traditional tale

Text exploration
The Story Tree,

Tales to read
aloud by Hugh

Lupton

Retell one of the
stories in this

collection.

Punctuation and
Grammar

Past and present
tense

Punctuation Contractions Parts of Speech:
Nouns, Verbs,
Adjectives, and

Adverbs

Review Review

Spelling Words with the
spelling ‘a’,

pronounced /o/,
after w and qu.

want
watch

wander
wand
quality
quad

wasps
squat

quantity
squash

The /er/ and /or/
sound spelled
with ‘or’ or ‘ar’.

word
work
worm
world
worth
war

warm
towards

warn
warned

The /zh/ sound
spelled with a ‘s’.

television
treasure

usual
measure
pleasure
decision

vision
leisure
version
visual

The suffixes
‘-ment’ and

‘-ness’.

payment
enjoyment
agreement

achievement
adjustment
darkness
rudeness
sadness

greatness
kindness

The suffixes ‘-ful’
and ‘-less’ If a

suffix starts with a
consonant letter.

It is added
straight onto most

root words.

careful
playful

thankful
helpful

wonderful
useless
careless

homeless
hopeless
Spotless

Words ending in
‘-tion’.

station
fiction
motion
nation

education
action

injection
caption
fraction

competition



Maths Money -
Making different

amounts
Finding change

Money word
problems

Multiplication and
Division

Review -
Addition and
Subtraction

Missing number
Word problems

Review -
Fraction of an

amount
Time

Shape

Consolidation Consolidation

Maths KIRF I can count in 4’s to solve times table questions

Science Plants
- I can name three elements which plants need to grow properly. I can predict what will happen to an adult plant if

it isn’t watered/lives in the fridge/lives in a cupboard.
- I can review and update my prediction from last week. I can create a detailed, scientific sketch of my bulb or

seed. I can ask questions about how it will grow.
- I can write precise instructions for how to care for a houseplant. I can plant my bulb or seed and care for it over

the next week according to my instructions.
- I can compare my plant’s growth with a friend, and review my instructions if needed. I can explain what is

working well for the class, and what isn’t. I can draw and label my plant’s growth to date.
- I can draw and label my plant’s growth. I can explain why it is or is not growing well. I can make a prediction

about how it will look when it is fully grown.
- I can find an appropriate habitat for my plant at OL, and successfully replant it there to grow into an adult.

Geography Climate and weather
- To know the difference between weather and climate
- To observe and interpret weather over a period of time
- To understand the world is made up of many different climate zones
- To learn about the equator and the climate you would find there
- To learn about the poles and the climates you would find there
- To describe the UK’s weather and climate

Religion The covenant
- L.O: I can retell the story of Abrahm and Sarah.
- L.O: I know that Abraham is important to Christians, Jews and Muslims
- I can tell you the commandment that I think might  be most important to a Jew or Christian and explain why.
- I know that Muslims pray together in a Mosque. I can describe how this may make them feel.
- I can describe how going to a Mosque gives Muslims a sense of belonging.



- I can describe how I would prefer to pray if I were a Mulsim.

Art Sculpture and mixed media - Superheroes
- To create 3D human forms
- To draw faces that express different emotions
- To work together to create a large piece of artwork
- To work together to create a large scale artwork

PSHE Citizenship
- To understand the importance of rules
- To understand ways to look after the school environment
- To recognise the role people play in looking after the environment
- To begin to understand the roles people have in the community
- To recognise similarities and differences between people in the local community
- To begin to understand how democracy works in school
- To understand ways to share an opinion

PE Dribbling, hitting and kicking
- To develop new skills relevant to specific games.
- To know and apply basic tactics and strategies for attacking play.
- To work cooperatively with another person in a team.
- To observe and select information to evaluate their own and others’ work.

Group games
- To develop and extend their sending and receiving skills.
- To know the rules for a game.
- To develop simple group tactics.
- To move activel and safely about the space in teams.

Spanish The Seasons
- To name, recognise and remember all four seasons in Spanish.
- To say what our favourite season is in Spanish.
- To say why it is our favourite season in Spanish.
- To start to recognise and use the conjunctions ‘y’ (and) & ‘porque’ (because) in our spoken and written

responses.
-



Computing Data Handling - International Space Station
- To understand how computers can help humans survive in space
- To create a digital drawing of essential items for life in space
- To understand the role of sensors on the ISS
- To create an algorithm for growing a plant in space
- To interpret data


